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Waiting on the World to Change
Wisconsin Employment First Conference
April 9, 2015

Integrated Employment
Choice?

Expectation?
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Why Is Work Important?
 Our culture expects people to be productive
 Considered a means for gaining status, self definition and
achievement of personal goals
 Tied to various aspects of status:
•
•
•
•
•

Possessions
Prestige
Power
Control
Influence

Public
Policy
Changes

Changes in
Expectations

Movement to
Increase
Integrated
Employment

Innovations in Practice
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Public Policy Changes
Americans with Disabilities Act (1990)
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) (1990) – integration,
inclusion, increased emphasis on transition and employment
Ticket to Work and Work Incentive Improvements Act (1998)
Workforce Investment Act (1998) – emphasis on disability
Olmstead Decision (1999) – focus on integration
Changes in RSA Regulations: successful employment outcome must be
in integrated setting (2001)
CMS: New suggested Medicaid Waiver service definitions emphasizing
community employment (2011)

More Public Policy Changes
CMS Home and Community Based Waiver Services (HCBS)
(2014) - Rule change to increased expectation of community
participation
The Workforce Innovations Opportunity Act (WIOA) (2014)
Reauthorization of WIA calls for greater opportunity for
youth to explore community employment options
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Changes in Expectations
Individuals with the most complex disabilities
working successfully
Disability no longer seen as insurmountable
barrier to employment
Employment seen as an outcome and an
intervention

More Changes in Expectations
Expectations are changing
– Individuals and families
– Employers
– Public systems & policymakers
– Schools
– Society
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Innovations In Practice
Movement from medical model to social model
Mid 1980’s – Emergence of supported employment
– “Train & Place” transformed to “Place & Train”
1990’s – Expanded use of “natural supports”
Mental health – employment as part of recovery
Ongoing innovation and expansion in use of accommodations and assistive
technology
Innovations in transition practices focused on employment
Self-determination and self-direction
Changing workforce & workplace – flexible, more diverse, evolving use of
technology
Universal Design

More Innovations in Practice
Braiding Funding
Full day community based services
Individual Placement Support (IPS) model for
individuals with MH and I/DD
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Yet despite efforts over
the past two decades,
employment participation
of people with disabilities
remains stagnant.

Insanity: doing the same thing over
and over again and expecting
different results.
~Albert Einstein
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Social Construction of Disability
 Problems faced by people with disabilities
arise primarily from societal forces rather
than individual’s disability.
 Key to success:
Educate & Empower

Employment First:
Why It’s Different
• Employment as first priority
• Broadly focused on all aspects of system
• May begin grassroots, ultimately must be adopted and
implemented by the system
• Primary focus is not on eliminating facility-based
services but on increasing integrated employment
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It’s A Time of Enormous
Opportunity

• Employment First
Movement now in 47
States & Canada
• 30 States have some type
of EF official policy
• 12 States have EF
legislation
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National
Governor’s
Association
Initiatives
2013 – A Better
Bottom Line
2014 –
America Works

Federal Hiring

• Increased efforts by federal
government to hire people
with disabilities under
“Schedule A”.
• February 2013 rules
eliminated need for
certification of “job
readiness”.
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Federal
Contractor
Obligations
• Stronger enforcement
of requirements for
federal contractors in
hiring employees with
disabilities.
Stronger rules went
into effect in March
2014.

National Disability
Rights Network:
“Segregated &
Exploited”
• 2011 & 2012 reports stating
that service system has failed
in providing quality
employment services and
supports

Segregated & Exploited

A Call to
Action!

The Failure of the Disability Service
System to Provide Quality Work
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• Requirements for
expanding community
employment increasingly
part of settlement
agreements with states

Federal Agency Investments to Incentivize

Systems Transformation
Administration on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities
~Partnerships in Employment Systems Change
SSA, OSEP, HHS, DOL
~Promoting Readiness of Minors in Supplemental Security Income (PROMISE)
Office of Disability Employment Policy at the Department of Labor (ODEP)
~EFSLMP
Office of U.S. Special Education & Rehabilitative Services
~Customized Employment Funding Strategies expanded in several state VR
systems
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)
~Federal Improvements to Medicaid Community First Choice Option Balancing
Incentives Program and Money Follows the Person
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What We Know
• Paid work experiences while in secondary
education is the most compelling predicator of
post-school success (Luecking & Fabian, 2001; Test et al. ,
2009; Carter et al., 2010; Sima, et al. in press)

• This finding applies across disabilities, geography,
and economic conditions (Gold, Fabian & Luecking, 2013)
• Also applies to youth on SSI (Fabian, 2007)

What We Know
• Early, continuous, and focused school/VR collaboration =
successful rehabilitation closures
• Selection and training of employment professionals can be
guided by traits known to influence effectiveness and that are
appreciated by employers
1. Principled Optimism
2. Cultural Competence
3. Business-Oriented
4. Networking Savvy
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Important Implications
•
•
•

Work is both a critical intervention AND expected
outcome
A well defined and delivered intervention leads to
outcomes
Mounting evidence that presumed employability is a
realistic policy and practice construct. That is, disability
labels, school factors, socio-economic factors, “at risk”
factors, and the economy need not influence
employment outcomes.

Other important factors identified by
research and practice
•
•
•
•

Youth empowerment
Family support and expectations
Collaboration and service linkages
Understanding employer needs
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Youth Empowerment
• Work as an intervention, not just an outcome
• Offer opportunities for youth to access and secure work
experiences and paid work prior to secondary education exit
• Establish an expectation for work for all youth
• Deliver a well-defined intervention/Define the flow of services
for youth
• Important factors: Youth empowerment, family engagement,
system linkage, benefits management
• PPP; Individual Job Development Plan; Workplace Supports
Plan

Collaboration & Linkages
• Systematize commitment to employment through
collaboration among schools, VR, CPRs, and families
• Use/prioritize funding to train staff
• Ensure knowledge of marketing/employer outreach, job
development, and placement
• Provide job development staff with training; and the time and
flexibility to commit to job development activities

• Review employment data regularly and make
adjustments to staffing, training, and practices in
response to outcomes
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Family Practice
• Establish an expectation for work and/or
postsecondary education or training
• Need to teach how-to work
• Help families to understand that employment
shifts are normal
• Partner with families in the planning for work and
on employment networking

Understanding Employer Needs

The presence of a disability neither deters
or promotes employer hiring behavior
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Employment First:
Where are we headed?
 Individuals with complex disabilities fully accepted and
supported in the general workforce
 Individuals with disabilities expected to go to work
 Major evolution of service delivery system
 End of the “guarantee” 9-3 day program
 Individuals with disabilities increasingly part of the
economic mainstream
 Individuals with disabilities making full use of their skills
and abilities

 That all individuals can and should be contributing members in their
communities
 That everyone deserves the opportunity to find and develop their
passions and interests
 That local economies benefit from individuals who purchase good and
services…And pay taxes
 That individuals with disabilities, families, employers, employment
agencies, schools, and entire communities CAN come together to
include individuals with disabilities in all aspects of life
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Waiting on the World to Change…

Waiting on the World to Change…

The Future of Employment First
is YOU!
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Thank You!
Laura Owens, Ph.D., CESP
414-581-3032
lowens@transcen.org
www.transcen.org
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